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Introduction
Litter in Western Australia
Litter is an ongoing problem faced not just by every school but by every community in Western Australia. Litter in our
public spaces and waterways is a big problem and has a range of effects on our community. Not only is it aesthetically
unsightly but it can impact on our environment and our health. Research also indicates that litter is a precursor of
other antisocial behaviours such as graffiti and vandalism. These conditions have been shown to escalate to general
anti-social behaviour and low-level crime in some areas.
The facts and figures of litter are quite staggering. During the 2006/2007 Keep Australia Beautiful National Litter Index
sites were selected from each State and surveyed once in November 2006 and again in May 2007.  Across the sites
(beaches, roads, waterways and public spaces) Western Australia recorded an overall increase in litter items from
16,217 in 2006 to 23,080 in 2007.
Plastic was the most voluminous category of litter in WA. It is estimated that Australians use 6.9 billion plastic bags
per year (that’s 326 per person) of which 49,600,000 end up as litter! Plastic shopping bags can take up to 1,000 years
to break down. These same bags cause an estimated 100,000 deaths of sea turtles and other marine animals each
year.  And that’s just plastic bags! Once you start taking into account the many types of litter it becomes evident that
addressing litter and littering is a necessary and extremely important task.

The program can be used in many ways depending on the needs of your school. Some suggestions are:
• a class unit integrating all areas of the curriculum
•

across a section of the school, for example lower, middle or upper primary, so classes work together on a litter
prevention campaign

•

class pairs – during the trial of these activities a pre-primary class worked with their Year 7 buddies and both class
teachers found this worked extremely well

•

as a society and environment focus across the whole school

Level differentiation
The activities have been devised so that they can be enjoyed by students at levels one, two and three of the
Curriculum Framework. They are mainly aimed at middle childhood so that teachers can adapt them for their class. The
ability of the students will determine how far they progress with an activity and the depth of discussion and analysis.
Teachers will need to use children’s responses to assess the outcome level.

Modification ideas for early childhood
•

Activities requiring recording of data can be done pictorially for non-writers or with adult/buddy help or as a whole
class.

•

Choose only some of the worksheet questions and answer via discussion or drawings.

•

Cut pictures from newspapers or magazines which highlight answers to questions such as “how can litter be
moved about?”

Under Western Australia’s Litter Act 1979, littering is illegal. The Act authorises the Keep Australia Beautiful Council
(as part of the Department of Environment and Conservation), local government, police and other litter enforcement
agencies to take action against those who litter. This action can be in the form of ‘on-the-spot fines’, or as reports to
the KABC which are followed up by fines being sent to the offenders.

•

Make collages of litter items.

•

Instead of listing/drawing, make hands-on examples of items that can be reused, e.g. make a flower pot from an
old plastic drink bottle.

•

Enlarge diagrams for children to colour.

Litter in your school

•

Make sequence cards from the stormwater drain pictures that can be reused many times.

Many schools experience difficulties managing litter and recognise the importance of a clean and healthy environment.
Educating students about the effects of litter is a key step towards litter reduction in the community as a whole.

•

Use drama to demonstrate littering behaviours and hazards.

•

Learn songs and poems with anti-litter messages or play online litter games – see ‘useful websites’ in each activity.

Learning about litter is an ongoing process and should form part of students’ long-term learning. It encompasses many
topics across the curriculum and a continual program promoted all year round is the best approach.

Values education

Teachers will find a variation in the information gained by the students depending on their locale. Waste management
varies throughout councils in WA, especially in regional areas, in terms of landfill types, access to kerb-side recycling
and resource recovery facilities, and approach to litter and illegal dumping. Students should become familiar with local
conditions as well as gain awareness of other services throughout WA.

This resource
“Learning About Litter” has been designed for primary school use to highlight, in a fun interactive way, a serious
problem that affects us all. It provides a cross-curricula approach to litter with links to the WA Curriculum Framework in
each activity.
The lessons contained in this guide have been tested and found to be practical, both for individual classes and
included in a whole school approach to waste. Teachers have found the lessons to be informative and valuable in
generating great discussion amongst the students as they develop positive attitudes and concern for the environment
while engaging in enjoyable, hands-on activities.
The activities cover what litter is, where it comes from and why we should care about it, plus ways that individuals and
society can start solving the ongoing waste problem. They are sequenced to build on students’ progressive knowledge
of litter and work towards a campaign involving the whole school. Extension activities from a range of curriculum areas
have been included to further expand the concepts in each activity.

Underlying each activity in this resource is the value of environmental responsibility. Students will gain a respect and
concern for the natural environment and a commitment to regenerative and sustainable resource use. They will also be
developing other core values, in particular, the pursuit of knowledge as they strive to understand the world and social
and civic responsibility, including participating in democratic processes and being responsible for the impact of their
choices on nature and the community.

Tips to a greener classroom
While worksheets have been provided in this resource there are many other ways of completing the activities without
photocopying new materials. Some other ideas from teachers include:
• workbooks for students and write questions on the board, overhead projector or interactive whiteboard
•

copy onto recycled paper

•

complete work in groups recording on one sheet of reused paper

If you do decide to photocopy, please try to use both sides of the sheet of paper and encourage your school to only
purchase recycled paper for photocopying.
In your classroom, adopt the idea “red is dead, white’s all right”. Have two boxes available to students for used paper.
The “red is dead” box is for paper that has been used on both sides and needs to go to recycling and the “white’s all
right” box contains paper that has only been used on one side and can be reused by students. Some teachers also
make workbooks for students by stapling together sheets of “white’s all right” paper.
Children easily identify with the aims of the Keep Australia Beautiful Council and generally want to do the right thing.
Making these small changes in your classroom practices very quickly becomes habit for students.
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Litter and you

Litter and you
Students complete a litter questionnaire to record their feelings and knowledge of litter

Circle the face which shows how you feel.
When I see litter in the school…

Curriculum Links
Society and Environment

Place and Space
Time, Continuity and Change

People and places; Care of places
Interpretations and perspectives

Science

Acting Responsibly
Science in Society

Impacts, ethics and decision-making
The nature and people of science

Health and PE

Self-management skills

Self-understanding

When I see litter in the street…

Outcomes
Students will understand that
• People’s activities have planned and unplanned impacts on the natural environment
• People’s opinions differ and consideration for privacy must be shown in an investigation

Focus questions
•
•

When I see litter at a football, netball or cricket game…

How do you feel about litter?
What do you know about litter?

you

it as
Tip: Double-side
r
he copy at
will need the ot
program!
the end of this

Preparation
•

Photocopy the ‘Litter and you’ questionnaire for each student

When I see people littering…

Activity
1.

Let the students know that you are starting a unit on litter. Without much discussion to begin with, have each
student complete the questionnaire and file it for review later.

2. As a class commence a KWL about litter to find out what they already ‘Know’ and ‘Want to find out’ (questions
they may like answered throughout the unit).

Extension ideas
Society and Environment
• Use the activity with a sample of students across
the school before and after your class starts its
‘Litterbugs beware’ campaign.

Litter in the playground is a problem for the environment:
not at all

English
• Write a report on your findings at the end of the
program stating any changes.
Maths
• Make a class graph of the results to compare any
change in attitudes.

Learning About Litter - A Teacher’s Guide



www.kabc.wa.gov.au – Keep Australia Beautiful
www.zerowastewa.com.au – Waste Management Board

a lot

sometimes

all the time

Food counts as litter:
never

A turtle in the ocean could be affected by litter I drop in the playground:
no way

Some useful websites

a little bit

possibly

definitely

List as many ways as you can that littering impacts on our environment
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Learning About Litter - Activity

3. At the end of the unit, students complete the questionnaire again and note their own change in knowledge and
attitude towards litter. Complete your KWL as a class to show what students have ‘Learned’.



What is litter?

Focus questions
•
•

Students identify items of litter, impacts on the environment and penalties for littering

Preparation

Curriculum Links

Health and PE

Place and Space
Natural and Social Systems
Active Citizenship

People and places; Care of places
Political and legal systems
Ecological sustainability

Knowledge and Understandings

Promoting well-being

1.

Students will understand that
• People’s activities have planned and unplanned impacts on the natural environment
• Decisions made now about caring for the environment (sustainability) will affect people’s wellbeing in the future

Brainstorm with the whole class “What is litter?” Ask which types of litter might have been generated today by
themselves, their family, the school or the community. Make a list of all the items students can think of – keep
this list and add to it as the students become more aware.
2. Read the information sheet and discuss the key concepts: litter is waste out of place; sources of litter; litter can
be moved about; six key problems given – can they think of any more?

Background information

3. Introduce the concept of the law – littering is illegal and penalties apply.

Definition
A search will provide any number of definitions of litter. Many of them are complex and use terms such as ‘unlawfully
scattered’, ‘abandoned in a public place’ but essentially they all mean “litter is anything that is left where it’s not meant to be”.

4. In small groups, give each group one different offence from the table and ask them to award a penalty amount.

The first step in the process of reducing litter and littering is an awareness of the scope of items that can be considered
litter. The single most common litter item in Australia is the cigarette butt. Others include paper, food wrappers, fastfood packaging, bottle caps, glass pieces, glass alcohol bottles, plastic straws and soft drink bottles.

6. Students individually complete the worksheet.

Effects of litter
• Litter costs money. More than $16 million is spent in WA each year to clean up litter.
• Litter is a threat to public health. It attracts vermin and is a breeding ground for bacteria. Items such as broken
glass, needles and syringes can be a health hazard in public places.
• Litter harms our waterways. Organic matter, such as dog poo, leaves and grass clippings pollutes our waterways,
can cause blockages of the drainage system and flooding.
• Litter can be a fire hazard. Accumulated litter and carelessly discarded cigarette butts are potential fire hazards.
• Litter can harm or kill wildlife. Plastic litter can choke or suffocate animals. Carelessly discarded containers
can trap small mammals. Litter in streets and parks can travel through the stormwater system to our bays and
oceans, where it can cause harm to wildlife.
• Litter looks bad. Litter negatively affects the image of places, especially tourist locations.
• Litter attracts litter. Litter sends out a message that people do not care for the environment and that it is
acceptable to litter.
Laws about littering
Under Western Australia’s Litter Act 1979, littering is illegal. The Act authorises the Keep Australia Beautiful Council
(as part of the Department of Environment and Conservation), local government, police and other litter enforcement
agencies to take action against those who litter. This action can be in the form of ‘on-the-spot fines’, or as reports to
the Keep Australia Beautiful Council that are followed up by fines being sent to the offenders.
Learning About Litter - A Teacher’s Guide

•
•

Prepare an overhead copy of the information sheet “What is litter?” or photocopy a class set with the worksheet
on the back.
Write littering offences on the whiteboard or write each one on a separate slip of paper
Write worksheet questions on the whiteboard for children to copy into their workbooks if not photocopying a class set.

Activity

Outcomes



•

Not paying your fine can lead to court action or result in your fine being sent to the Fines Enforcement Registry which
has the power to withdraw licences until the fine is paid.
Littering offence
Careless butt disposal
Insecure and uncovered loads
Placing domestic or commercial waste in a litter bin
Setting fire to the contents of a public litter bin
Dumping in reserves or on vacant land
Abandoning shopping trolleys
Placing unwanted advertising material in letterboxes
Bill posting
Breaking glass on any land or waters
Discarding litter in any waterway
Failing to dispose of litter correctly in any street, park or land

On the spot fine
$75
$200
$200
$400
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200

In court(max)
$1000
$400
$400
$400
$1000
$1000
$1000
$1000
$1000
$1000
$1000

5. Share these with the rest of the class and justify their reason. Compare to the actual fines which apply for the
offence.
7. As a whole class, discuss some of the students’ answers to “Do you think it is fair to fine people for littering?”

Extension ideas
Society and Environment
• Find out more about the different organisations who
enforce littering and/or who are working towards
reducing litter, e.g. KABC, councils, police, media, Fire
and Emergency Services Authority (FESA).
• Invite someone from the local council to talk about
litter in your community – do they consider it a
problem, what effects does it have and what are they
doing about it?

English
• Find out more information about litter and
littering on the Keep Australia Beautiful website,
www.kabc.wa.gov.au
• Students read and collect articles from the newspaper
relating to litter, pollution and waste.
• Discuss/write about litter offences you have
observed.
• Conduct a class debate on graffiti – ‘graffiti does
not affect littering behaviour’. (Research indicates
that graffiti increases littering and other anti-social
behaviour such as vandalism.)

Some useful websites
www.dec.wa.gov.au – Department of Environment and Conservation
www.epa.wa.gov.au – Environmental Protection Authority of WA
www.cleanup.org.au – Clean Up Australia

Learning About Litter - A Teacher’s Guide

Society and Environment

What is litter?
When does an item become litter – is it from the moment of purchase, when it’s on the floor of the car, in the bin,
blowing along the roadside?



What is litter?

What is litter?

Litter is anything that is left where it is not meant to be, whether it’s put there by
accident or deliberately. It is rubbish in the wrong place or...

’Waste out of place’

Answer the questions below in full sentence answers where appropriate.
1. What is litter? Define the term in your own words.

Where does it come from?
Litter can come from many places. It can be:
• rubbish dropped by someone
• material thrown from a car window
• rubbish from overflowing recycling containers and bins
• rubbish left after an event (e.g. Perth Skyshow or a football game)
• garden waste that blows off a poorly secured trailer
• waste blown off industrial sites
• illegally dumped items left on vacant land or at charity bin sites

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
2. List 4 sources of litter items.
• _______________________________ • _________________________________
• _______________________________ • _________________________________
3. What are 4 ways litter can be moved about?

So what’s the problem?

• _______________________________ • _________________________________
Litter looks
bad. It reduces
property values
and affects
tourism.

Litter costs money.
Local councils
spend an average
of $80,000 to clean
up litter every year.

• _______________________________ • _________________________________
4. Give 2 reasons why littering is illegal.
• __________________________________________________________________
• __________________________________________________________________

Litter is a
fire hazard.
Accumulated dry
litter is potential
fuel for a fire.

Litter can cause
accidents by
blowing onto
roads.

5. What would the fine be if you
a) threw a lolly wrapper out of the car window?_____________________________
b) disputed the fine in court?____________________________________________
6. Do you think it is fair to fine people for littering? Why?

Litter harms
wildlife.

Litter is bad
for our health.

____________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________
Litter can be moved from place to place by

WIND		

WATER		

TRAFFIC		

(Adapted from: Ribbons of Blue – In and Out of the Classroom)

____________________________________________________________________

ANIMALS

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Learning About Litter - Activity

Learning About Litter - Activity

____________________________________________________________________
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Litter muster

Preparation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students conduct a litter count and classify items of litter found

Curriculum Links
Investigation, Communication
and Participation
Place and Space
Resources

Conducting; Processing and translating;
Applying and communicating
Features of places; People and places;
Care of places
Use of resources; management and enterprise

Science

Natural and Processed Materials

Different materials have different properties and
these properties can be related to their uses

Health and PE

Interpersonal Skills

Working with others

WA
Litter
Stream
2007
WA
Litter
Stream
2007

6. Discuss the types of materials that have been collected around the school and show children the sorting
containers. Sort the pile of litter into each container.

cigarette butts
41%

A fun way to do this is to have a litter relay. In their groups students have a relay race where the front student
from each group takes one piece of litter from the pile and places it into the appropriate container. They then run
back to their group and swap the gloves and/or tongs with the second student who takes another item of litter
and so on.

cigarette butts
glass
illegal dumping

paper/
paperboard
20%

7. Return to class with the containers - make sure you leave the area clean and free of litter.

metal
paper/paperboard

8. Ask each group to work out the top five litter items in their area. Compare these to the rest of the class and record
the data on the board, overhead or computer. Show the students an enlarged version of the WA Litter Stream
2006 and compare the school results to these.

plastic

9. Ask each group to present its experience to the class, identifying which area on the map they were responsible for.

miscellaneous
metal
9%

glass
4%
illegal dumping
0.1%

  

KAB – National Litter Index, May 2007
The information in this graph is based on the number of items collected not the volume. For up-to-date information on
WA’s results in the National Litter Index go to www.kabc.wa.gov.au
Learning About Litter - A Teacher’s Guide

Ask the students if they know of any areas in the school where litter can be found. Draw a map of your school
playground/outdoor area and mark where the bins are located.

5. Bring the collection back to a central location and create a pile of litter on the plastic sheet.

plastic
21%
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1.

4. Give the other students in the group gloves, tongs and buckets (or rubbish bags) to collect the litter in. Tell them
to make sure each item they collect is recorded and note the distance from the nearest bin. Discuss safety before
beginning – DO NOT pick up any dangerous items (broken glass, etc) but DO tell your teacher. To motivate the
students you may wish to hide one piece of ‘golden litter’ (a litter item painted/coloured gold) and the group
who finds it is rewarded.

Background information

Did you know?
• 51% of littering occurs within eight metres of a bin! Test this result during your litter muster.
• 7 billion of the 24 billion filtered cigarettes sold each year in Australia end up being littered.
If placed end to end they would extend 144,000 kilometres and circle the planet 3.6 times.

Focus questions
•
•

Activity

3. Each group chooses one student to act as a recorder. This student’s role is to record the amount and type of litter
found at each location using the worksheet.

Students will understand that
• Processes affect the natural and built features of places
• People use resources in various ways to satisfy their needs and wants
• Different objects and products can be made from the same basic materials

                         

•

2. Divide the class into small groups. Designate a different area of the school for each group to collect litter. Identify
the location on the map.

Outcomes

miscellaneous
5%

•
•

Are some items more likely to become litter than others?
Is it important for our school to be clean and litter free? Why?

10. After the presentations discuss:
- Which locations yielded the most litter and why?
- How far away from the bins were most items of litter found?
- Were there enough rubbish bins and were they in easy-to-use locations?
- Where did most of the litter items come from – home, school, canteen?
- Will more litter bins and recycling bins help to stop people littering?
Learning About Litter - A Teacher’s Guide

Society and Environment

Gloves, tongs, buckets or rubbish bags
cking up
Large, sturdy sheet of black plastic
Tip: Don’t makenetpi– otherwise
m
One copy of the ‘Litter Muster’ worksheet for each group, clipboard and pencil
litter a punish
ant to do it –
Sorting boxes labelled: paper; plastic; glass; metal; organic; other
nobody will w
be encouraged
Prepare an enlarged version of the WA Litter Stream 2007
rather it should
ded!
Ensure that a suitable area is booked, or relevant parties notified, for the litter sorting.
and even rewar
The best area is one that is undercover, well ventilated and protected from the wind.
Inform parents of the planned activity and if necessary gain permission for students to participate.
Walk around the school yourself beforehand noting the number and position of bins and note any supervision
logistics - you may need another staff member to assist.
Consider taking before and after photographs of the areas you clean up.
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  more than 15 m

Organic

  10 – 15 m

Metal
Glass

Learning About Litter - Activity

TOTAL

Chewing gum

Food scraps

Cardboard

Paper

Plastic bags

Plastic containers

Drink straws

Milk and juice cartons

Glass bottles

Aluminium cans

Lolly wrappers

Chip packets

Aluminium foil

How far from the bin were most items found?            0 – 5 m

  5 – 10 m

Plastic
Paper
Cling wrap

Learning About Litter - A Teacher’s Guide

Litter muster

www.litterbug.org – an online game for kids to ‘catch’ litter

Quantity

Some useful websites

Types of litter

English
• Students write letters to the local council requesting
information on the types and percentages of litter
found in the community. How does this compare with
what was discovered at the school?
• Take photos during your activity. Write captions and
labels for the photos and place on the map of the school.

Material (tick)

                     Date: ___________________

Mathematics
• Weigh or calculate the volume of litter collected
and produce graphs of the type of material and
percentage of all school litter it made up. This data
can be kept and rechecked regularly as you conduct
your litter program.
• Either by counting or weighing the litter work out (by
knowing the number of students at the school) how
much litter is generated per person.

Science
• Choose a litter item and discuss the suitability of the
material used. For example, an aluminium can: why is
this material chosen as a drink container; what might
be the benefits; why are some other drink containers
made from different materials?

Area where litter was collected: _________________________________

Society and Environment
• Conduct a whole school waste audit, see
www.wastewise.wa.gov.au/schools

Other

Extension ideas
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Mini landfill

Preparation

Students create their own mini landfill and observe decomposition of materials

Curriculum Links
Place and Space
Resources
Natural and Social systems
Science

Investigating
Earth and Beyond
Natural and Processed
Materials

Features of places; People and places;
Care of places
Management and enterprise
Natural systems; Economic systems
Conducting; Processing
Sustainability of life and wise resource use
Interactions between, and changes to, materials

Students will understand that
• Material waste can be degradable or non-degradable
• People’s activities have planned and unplanned impacts on the natural environment
• Decisions made now about caring for the environment (sustainability) will affect people’s wellbeing in the future

Background information
Landfill is where all our rubbish goes. Modern landfills are very different from the open dumps of the past. Below
is a diagram showing the different components. A typical modern landfill is lined with a layer of clay and protective
plastic to prevent the liquid waste (leachate) from leaking into the ground or ground water. A network of drains
collects the leachate and pumps it to the surface where it can be
treated. Ground wells around the landfill are used to monitor the
groundwater quality and detect any contamination.

Learning About Litter - A Teacher’s Guide

As we continue to fill up existing landfill sites, we create the need
to clear more land for new sites. This can further threaten remnant
bushland and the flora and fauna living there. Other potential
environmental problems from landfill include:
• The pollution of surface or groundwater with contaminants
from waste.
• The creation of nuisance odours and dust.
• The risk of property damage due to subsidence or the release
of flammable or toxic gases.
• The release of pollutants into the atmosphere – organic waste
sent to landfill is a large contributor to greenhouse gases.
• Wind can carry loose items of waste from the landfill which
become litter!
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Australians are the second highest producers of waste, per person, in the world with each of us sending almost 800kg
of waste to landfill each year. At this rate Australia will reach its landfill capacity by 2010. (Clean Up Australia)
2 – 4 weeks
1 – 5 months
150 years
500 years
1000 years
Indefinitely

Focus questions
•
•

What happens to your rubbish when the bins are collected?
What does ‘decompose’ mean?

Activity
1.

Ask students what happens to the rubbish when they throw it in the bin. Does anyone know where the rubbish
goes when it is collected?

2. Discuss what they know about landfill sites (or ‘rubbish tips’) and explain that you are going to create your own
mini landfill to see what happens to the rubbish that is sent there. Depending on the level of the students, show
an enlarged version of the modern landfill diagram and discuss its components.
3. Fill the jar about half full of loose soil.
4. Choose four to six pieces of litter from the collection boxes – one from each would be good – and place these on
top of the soil. Keep a list of the items you put in.

Outcomes

Look how long litter takes to decompose!
• Piece of paper
• Cotton rag
• Steel can (e.g. baked beans)
• Aluminium can (e.g. coke)
• Glass bottle
• A plastic bottle

Large glass jars
Soil from the garden (not sterilised potting mix)
Water
Plastic wrap
Boxes of litter collected in the ‘Litter muster’

This information is based on aerobic
conditions where oxygen is essential in
decomposition. In landfill the conditions
are anaerobic (lacking oxygen) and waste
takes far longer to decompose. Paper can
take more than 40 years!

5. Cover the rubbish with more soil. Sprinkle with water until it is moist, but not ‘muddy’.
6. Cover the jar with plastic wrap and place in a warm/sunny place for about 10 days.
7. Add a little water every few days to keep the soil damp. If the bottom of the jar becomes wet record the presence
of “leachate”.
8. At the end of the 10 days empty the contents of the jar onto a large sheet of newspaper and observe what has
started to break down in your mini-landfill. Record the changes.
9. Discuss the results with the students:
- Did any pieces of rubbish start to decompose or fall apart? This means they are degradable and will break
down when mixed into the earth under the right conditions.
- Did any items remain the same? This means they are non-degradable. Some items will never break down and
will remain in a landfill forever!
10. Ask students what they could do to prevent rubbish going to landfill. Introduce the terms ‘reduce’, ‘reuse’ and
‘recycle’. These will be covered in more detail in the next activity.

Extension ideas
Society and Environment
• Find out where the landfill site is in your local area.
Arrange a visit if possible. There are education
programs in place at some facilities and DVDs may
also be available. Contact your local or regional
council for further information.
• In May 2006 the landfill levy was doubled in the hope
of reducing the amount or waste produced. Students
write to local government to find out whether this has
been effective. See http://www.walga.asn.au/news/
media/May2006/MR20052006
• Make a timeline showing the various methods of
refuse collection over the past century.

Science
• Create other mini-landfills with other items. Set it
up as an experiment and predict which items are
degradable or non-degradable. Record all results.
• Leachate causes groundwater pollution. Students
investigate how leachate is contained and treated in
modern landfills.
English
• Students imagine what it would be like if Australia
ran out of space for landfills. Write an imaginary
newspaper article from 2050.

Some useful websites
www.zerowastewa.com.au – Waste Management Board – list of landfill sites in Perth metropolitan area
www.wastewise.wa.gov.au – Waste Wise Schools WA – good information fact sheets
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Society and Environment

•
•
•
•
•
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Don’t dump it…divide it!

Activity
1.

Students identify items of litter that can be deterred from landfill –
reduce, reuse, recycle, compost

2. Introduce the terms ‘reduce’, ‘reuse’, ‘recycle’ and ‘compost’. Ask students what they already know and whether
anyone does any of these things at home.
3. Empty each container onto the plastic sheet and tell students that they are going to sort the items another way.
Change the labels on the boxes to reduce, reuse, recycle, compost, landfill.

Curriculum Links
Society and Environment

Resources

Use of resources; Management and enterprise

Science

Science in Daily Life

Applying and integrating science within
our lives
Impacts, ethics and decision-making
The nature and people of science
Different materials have different properties
and these properties can be related to their
uses; Interactions between, and changes to
materials

Outcomes

The ‘3 Rs’ are important as we reduce the amount of waste going to landfill and save money, energy and resources
that would otherwise have been used to make a new product. It also means that if it becomes a habit to reuse items
students may be less likely to simply throw things away.
Reduce means to create less waste in the first place so that there is less rubbish that might become litter or go to
landfill, and potentially reduce waste disposal costs.
Reuse means to use the same item repeatedly or even to find another way to use them, such as buying refills or using
old jars to store other items.
Recycle means to return a waste item to a factory where it can be made into another of the same product or something
different. For example, recycled aluminium cans can be made back into cans or into engine blocks for new cars.
The 3 Rs should occur in this order with initially reducing our waste being the most important step in waste and litter
minimisation. Although recycling is a far better option than creating new materials, it is even better to reduce and
reuse items where possible.
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Did you know?
• 20 recycled aluminium cans can be made with the same amount
of energy required to make one new can from raw materials.
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6. When all the litter is sorted, have a look at the proportions of litter that could be diverted from landfill.
7. As a class discuss:
-       How much could have been reduced and not used in the first place?
Which items are easy to reuse? Glass jars, plastic bottles, cardboard boxes, bags
-       Are there some items that could have been placed in more than one container?
Can all items be recycled? No, some are made from many different materials that are difficult to separate.
How do we recycle at school?

Extension ideas

Background information

Focus questions

Society and Environment
• Students look at their household rubbish for one
day with their family. Create a list of items that
could be reused or recycled (or both). Activity sheet
provided but could be recorded in workbooks to save
photocopying. Make sure parents are happy for items
to be recorded!
• Survey local businesses to find out who recycles.
Technology and Enterprise
• Design a better bin for use within your school
grounds. Things to consider might be whether it
should have recycling sections or access for students
of different heights.
• Make recycled paper. Check out www.ecokids.ca/
pub/fun_n_games/printables/activities/
• Design a ‘Litter Critter’ (based on real life animals
such as a kangaroo or emu or a creature yet to be
discovered) from a range of school and household
recyclables such as used soft-drink bottles, milk
cartons, cardboard, newspaper, aluminium and steel
cans.
Science
• Research the steps in recycling and draw a diagram
to show what happens to an aluminium can, a glass
bottle and/or a plastic container.
• Set up a class worm farm for organic waste. See
www.wastewise.wa.gov.au for instructions.

How much rubbish do we produce each day?
How could we reduce the amount that ends up as litter or is sent to landfill?

Preparation
Gloves and tongs
Large, sturdy sheet of black plastic
Sorting boxes from Litter Survey with rubbish still in them (if not too smelly!)
Labels: reduce, reuse, recycle, compost, landfill

5. Let the students finish sorting the litter (using gloves and tongs).

8. Individually or in small groups ask the children to think of ways to reduce, reuse and recycle the items on the worksheet.

Students will understand that
• Resources need to be used and managed efficiently
• Concepts of reducing, reusing and recycling support the idea of thinking globally, acting locally

•
•
•
•

4. As a class begin to sort the first few items together into the containers. Use the rule: reduce first, then reuse, then
recycle or compost, then landfill.

e Zero Waste
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•

Research different ways of composting and set up one
that is suitable for your school.

English
• Write to the recycling officer at your local council to
ask:
- What should and should not be put into collection
banks?
- How much recycling is collected each year?
(Information can also be downloaded from your local
council website)
Mathematics
• Energise your maths curriculum with a REmida
children’s workshop. Topics include ‘patterning with
reusable materials’, ‘code breaking’ and more. The
workshops support the development of children’s
ideas, stir imagination and spark curiosity. Visit
www.remidawa.com
Music
• Make a musical instrument using empty containers
– rice in plastic bottles for maracas, water-filled glass
bottles for a xylophone, elastic bands on a tissue box
for a guitar.
• Learn the Jack Johnson 3R song.
Art
• Use the litter collected to create collages of ‘Urban Art’.

Some useful websites:
www.zerowastewa.com.au/communication/education/factsheets
– facts and tips on the 3 Rs, recycling different materials (glass, paper, aluminium, etc.) and composting
www.wastewise.wa.gov.au/pages/hazardous.asp
– the RecycleIT Directory contains information on how and where to recycle different resources
www.ollierecycles.com.au – interactive site for students and teachers
www.naturegrid.org.uk/eco-exp – Eco-Explorer site for kids
www.fillsworld.com – fun facts and activities for students and teachers
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Acting Responsibly
Science in Society
Natural and Processed Materials

•
•

Look at the five boxes of litter collected in your Litter muster (paper, plastic, glass, metal, organic, other). Ask
students if they know of anything else that can be done with these items other than putting them in the rubbish bin.
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Don’t dump it…divide it!
Show how the following items could be reduced, reused or recycled.
List or draw in the space provided. BE CREATIVE!!
Litter item

Reduce

Reuse

Household rubbish
Place a tick in the appropriate column for the items you find.

Recycle
Item of rubbish

Reusable

Recyclable

Reusable
AND
recyclable

NOT reusable
OR recyclable

Aluminium can

Glass jar

Cardboard box
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Plastic bottle

Do you have a recycling bin?______________________________________________
Do you throw away more than you recycle? _ ________________________________
Do you find it difficult to recycle?_ _________________________________________
Is there anything that would make it easier at home?__________________________

Tyre

_____________________________________________________________________

Learning About Litter - Activity

Learning About Litter - Activity

How often is your rubbish collected? _______________________________________
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All wrapped up!

Activity
1.

Curriculum Links
Society and Environment

Science

Resources
Natural and Social Systems
Active Citizenship

Use of resources; Management and enterprise
Natural systems; Economic systems
Ecological sustainability

Science in Daily Life
Acting Responsibly
Science in Society
Natural and Processed
Materials

Applying and integrating science within our lives
Impacts, ethics and decision-making
The nature and people of science
Different materials have different properties and
these properties can be related to their uses

Outcomes
Students will understand that
• Resources need to be used and managed efficiently
• Concepts of reducing, reusing and recycling support the idea of thinking globally, acting locally
• Decisions made now about caring for the environment (sustainability) will affect people’s wellbeing in the future

Background information
Research suggests that 22 per cent of the total litter stream is packaging materials. When you go shopping, most items
(food, drink, clothes, toys, etc) are packaged in one way or another.
We can easily reduce the amount of packaging that is potentially available to become litter by shopping selectively as
well as reusing and recycling. We can do this by:
• Refusing products that have excessive packaging. Some products do not need extra packaging, for example
bananas which have their own skins do not need to be put in a plastic bag. Do all your fruit and veg need to be
placed in separate plastic bags?
• Buying items in bulk reduces the amount of times an item needs replacing, and therefore reduces the amount of
packaging that becomes waste.
• Looking for packaging that is made from recycled materials.
• Looking for packaging that can be reused and therefore extending the life of the material.
• Looking for packaging that can be recycled to continue the recycling loop.
• Taking your reusable shopping bag with you and not using plastic bags for packing.
Western Australia faces some unique challenges with household packaging in that our remote location means many
of our products are purchased from interstate and overseas. This has a twofold effect – one is that extra packaging can
be required for transport but there is often no take-back service that may be available in other States.
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Focus questions
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•
•

What is the purpose of packaging?
Is the packaging really necessary?

Preparation
•

Ask students to keep one form of food or
drink packaging from their lunch. Make sure it is clean.

board
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2. Have a look at the packaging the students have collected from their lunch boxes. Which ones attract attention?
How? Why?
3. As a class discuss the main reasons for packaging:
- to preserve food
- to contain and protect objects for safe transportation
- to describe and identify contents so that consumers know the purpose and properties (e.g. weight)
4. In groups of five, students record each form of packaging collected from their lunchbox and complete the
worksheet stating whether it was necessary and/or a possible alternative.
5. Ask students whether they have noticed any of these items as litter in the school grounds? Discuss where it could
end up if not disposed of correctly, e.g. blown into nearby bush/parkland, blown down street drains and carried to
our waterways (this will be covered in the next lesson).
6. Conduct lunchbox surveys during the week and give prizes to those students who have not used any throwaway
packaging, therefore reducing the amount that can become litter. The aim is zero waste lunches: packed in a
lunch box or bag with food in reusable containers, drink in a refillable bottle and all containers resealable so that
leftover food and drink can be saved for later.

Extension ideas
Society and Environment
• Invite the whole school to participate in a ‘package
free day’. Your class could hold an assembly to
announce it. Students produce posters promoting
ideas for reducing lunchbox packaging to display
around the school. Make this a weekly event if
possible.
• Collect wrappers and labels from different types of
packaging and produce from around the world. On a
map of the world mark where the items are now and
where they came from. Draw the route then discuss
the implications of buying these products: increased
packaging needed for transportation; fuel consumed
and carbon emitted from transport vehicle. Can the
products be bought locally and/or not packaged?
• Students interview their parents and grandparents to
find out how packaging has changed since they were
at school. What did they use before the plastic bag?
• Do a survey of the types of packaging used by the
school canteen. Could any of this be avoided? Put a
proposal together for a dishwasher for your canteen.
English
• Write up tips for less lunch packaging to include in
the school newsletter or a flyer to parents.
• Each group present a short talk to another class in
preparation for the ‘package free day’.
• Research and list as many products as you can that
display an anti-litter message. Why might it be in the
manufacturer’s interest to print such a message on
the products?

Technology and Enterprise
• Design, make and appraise an environmentally
friendly packaging for a food or beverage product,
e.g. juice box or chip packet. Is the material recycled,
reusable or recyclable?
The Arts
• Students brainstorm ways they can shop more
effectively to reduce packaging and, individually or in
groups, design a poster encouraging people to ‘shop
smart’.
• Learn the ‘Lolly Wrapper (Environmental Rap)’ on the
Paul Jamieson CD, Around the World. This is a great
rap addressing different litter items.
Mathematics
• Use the sorting boxes, labelled with material types,
to sort students’ lunchbox packaging. Weigh each
category and see which material produces the most
packaging.
• Research the cost benefits of buying large versus
small containers of products. Students choose
their favourite flavoured drink. Visit a local shop or
supermarket and write down all the different ways
that they can buy their drink, the size and the cost.
Use a calculator and divide the cost in cents into the
number of millilitres to find out how much drink you
get for 10c.

Some useful websites
www.zerowastewa.com.au/communication/education/shopsmart/ – how to shop smart
www.packcoun.com.au – Packaging Council of Australia, information on packaging news and issues
www.afgc.org.au – information on the Packaging Stewardship Forum and their litter prevention message,
“Do the Right Thing”
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Students identify problems with packaging materials and discuss alternatives

Either individually or as a class, read the ‘School lunch in 1950s’ extract and discuss the questions.
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School lunch in the 1950s

What do you notice about the packaging used in George’s lunch compared
to the packaging you collected from your lunch boxes?

3.

What would George most likely do with his leftovers?

4.

What likely litter items are in George’s lunch?

On your return to the 1950s you may also notice the absence of litter in the school
ground. There are no rubbish bins because they are unnecessary. The whole school
is neat and tidy.

Learning About Litter - Activity

Now look at the packaging from your lunch…
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2.

Reusable

How is George’s lunch different from your lunch today?

Not
necessary

1.

Necessary

Discussion questions

Type of packaging

After lunch it is clean-up time. George washes his bottle and gives it back to his
teacher. He folds his greaseproof paper carefully and puts it back into the paper
bag with the elastic band. George takes extra care with his paper as he knows his
mum will ask for it when he gets home, to wrap his sandwiches and bring back to
school tomorrow.

All wrapped up!

The time is almost 12 o’clock and here comes George from Year 6…rushing out
carrying his lunch in a brown paper bag. In the paper bag George has a sandwich
wrapped in greaseproof paper and an elastic band, two home-made biscuits and a
banana. He gets his free milk from his teacher in a one-third pint bottle...

Recyclable

Alternative

Imagine you are observing a student in a small school about 50 years ago.
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Down the drain

Activity
1.

Students learn about the relationship between stormwater, litter and the beach

Curriculum Links
Society and Environment

Science

Place and Space
Natural and Social Systems
Active Citizenship

Features of places; People and places;
Care of places
Natural systems
Ecological sustainability

Science in Daily Life
Acting Responsibly
Earth and Beyond

Applying and integrating science within our lives
Impacts, ethics and decision-making
Sustainability of life and wise resource use

Outcomes
Students will understand that
• Litter can be carried to our waterways through the stormwater system
• Human activities influence the health and safety of wildlife and our natural environment
• Decisions made now about caring for the environment (sustainability) will affect people’s wellbeing in the future

Ask the students if they have ever seen litter at the beach or in a local waterway/river. Brainstorm how the
following items may have ended up at the beach:
soft drink can
Possibilities include: careless disposal at the
oily rag
        
beach itself, careless disposal by people on
cigarette butt
boats/fishing vessels, blown from nearby roads.
piece of rope

2. Explain that there is also another way litter ends up in our oceans and waterways.
3. Display the enlarged version of the drainage system picture. Ask students to identify what goes into the sewerage
system and what goes into the stormwater system.
4. Ask whether they know where these two different systems end up then explain using the background information
above.
5. Discuss the term “pollution” and the idea that dirtied water is polluted. Sometimes we cannot see the pollution
that goes into water but this causes the most serious kind of stormwater pollution, usually involving long term,
heavy-duty toxins. Write a class list of visible stormwater pollutants (pieces of paper, bottles, leaves, dog poo,
etc) and invisible stormwater pollutants (garden fertilisers, detergent, chemicals, oil, etc).
6. Students independently complete the worksheet. Younger students could colour the two different systems on the
illustration and sequence the picture cards.
7. In pairs, students discuss actions to avoid at home and school to prevent litter and waste ending up in our oceans.
Make a class list of 10 ways to ‘Keep our seas litter free’.

Background information

There are two drainage systems that flow into our oceans: stormwater and sewerage.
The stormwater system is a network of open channels or gutters, side entry pits and drains which carry rainwater
from our streets and outdoor drains. It is carried directly to streams, rivers, lakes and eventually the ocean where
swimming, fishing, and provision of drinking water occur. Only clean rainwater should enter this system as it is not
treated before being released into the waterways. However, the following items are often found: litter, oil and grease
from the road, paint, rubbish, animal poo, leaves, fertilisers from the garden and detergents from washing the car. As a
result, these pollutants can have an adverse effect on plants, fish, animals, and even people.
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The sewerage system of pipes carries all water from inside your house (the laundry, kitchen sink, toilet and bathroom)
to a sewage treatment plant. Sewage is the term used for the mixture of water and human waste which may include:
urine, faeces, toilet paper, soaps, detergents, leftover food and oil. If it comes from factories it may contain chemicals,
heavy metals, micro-organisms, fats and oils. This is all treated and made environmentally friendly before it is released
under licence into the ocean. However, not all chemicals, oils and fats can be completely eliminated.
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Did you know?
• 95 per cent of the litter on our beaches comes from suburban streets through the stormwater
system.
• In every square kilometre of ocean it is estimated that there are more than 18,000 pieces of plastic.
• Plastic has been responsible for killing up to one million sea birds and one hundred thousand sea
mammals each year. Sea turtles mistake plastic bags for their favourite food, jellyfish. Even whales
have been found dead with plastic bags and sheeting inside their stomachs.

Focus questions
•
•
•

Where does marine debris come from?
How harmful is it to the marine environment?
How can we prevent our litter from ending up on the beaches and in the ocean?

Preparation
•
•

Create an enlarged copy of the drainage system picture (overhead, photocopy or computer)
Copy the worksheet for each student

Tip: If you
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Extension ideas
Society and Environment
• Side entry pits are openings in the street gutter that
lead to a drain. In large suburbs there is usually
one side entry pit per 10 houses on the street.
Students contact your local council to find out: the
total number of side entry pits and/or the number
of houses per drain entry in your area; how many
potential entry points there are for litter based on this
information.
• Investigate the local storm water system to determine
where litter dropped within the school grounds might
end up. Draw a plan to show what you found out.
Science
• Research the statistics in WA for marine animals killed
by litter, including plastic bags.
• Go on an excursion to the beach and collect and record
the items of litter you find. Make a pie graph to show the
percentage of litter found and compare to the coastal
rubbish report on www.cleanup.org.au/coastal/

•

Find out more about water pollution and catchment
areas by visiting Point Fraser Demonstration Wetlands
or inviting a speaker from Ribbons of Blue – see
www.ribbonsofblue.wa.gov.au

English
• Students write a story about a marine animal whose
habitat is being polluted.
The Arts
• Make a class marine mural sticking on items of plastic
rubbish to show the effect on marine animals. Display
in a central location in your school, for example the
library.

Some useful websites
www.marine-litter.gpa.unep.org – The Global Marine Litter Information Gateway has a great kid’s page with useful
information on marine debris and action kids are undertaking around the world
www.projectaware.org/kids – Project AWARE Foundation has an AWARE Kids Programme aimed at inspiring kids to
take action to protect their marine environment
www.oceansidecleanwaterprogram.org/kids.asp – a kids’ site on stormwater pollution
www.wwf.org.au – WWF provides information on the effects of plastic bags on birds and marine animals
www.amcs.org.au – the Australian Marine Conservation Society provides information on a wide range of marine issues
throughout Australia including threatened species and land-based pollution
www.enviroperformances.com.au – Captain Clean Up has a good song on marine litter called, ‘For the dolphins
and the seals’
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Marine debris is the name given to litter that ends up in our seas and oceans. It can have a range of impacts on our
marine animals and their environment, such as causing them to choke from mistaking the litter for food and creating
an unclean habitat.
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Piping systems in residential areas

Down the drain
1.    Fill in the blanks using: stormwater or sewerage
The _________________ system carries water and waste from inside our
homes to a treatment plant. The ________________ system is a network
of pipes which carries rainwater from our streets and outdoor drains.
2. Put a tick in the correct column to show where the water from each of these
activities goes.
Activity

Stormwater
system

Sewerage
system

a) Washing the dishes in the kitchen sink
b) Flushing the toilet
c) Washing the car on the driveway
d) Emptying the washing machine
e) Watering the garden
f )  Having a bubble bath
3.    Answer TRUE or FALSE to the following statements.
Sewage is treated before being released into the ocean.
Water from the stormwater system is treated before being discharged.
Rubbish from roadside bins can end up as marine litter.
(From Ribbons of Blue – In and Out of the Classroom)

Plastic bags can kill seals, turtles and other marine animals.
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Plastic bag ________________________________________________________
Elastic band _______________________________________________________
Chewing gum ______________________________________________________
Chip packet _ ______________________________________________________

Learning About Litter - Activity

Learning About Litter - Activity

4.   How could these litter items at the beach affect marine animals?
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5.

Number these boxes 1 to 5 to show what happened to the empty
drink bottle.

Litter hazards
Students identify litter hazards and their impact on our health and safety

Curriculum Links
Society and Environment

Place and Space
Natural and Social Systems
Active Citizenship

People and places; Care of places
Natural systems; Political and legal systems
Social justice; Ecological sustainability

Health & PE

Knowledge and
Understandings
Interpersonal skills

Promoting well-being
Working with others

Outcomes
Students will understand that
• People’s activities have an impact on our personal health and safety
• Human activities influence the health and safety of wildlife and our natural environment
• Decisions made now about caring for the environment (sustainability) will affect people’s wellbeing in the future

Background information
See also effects of litter in ‘What is litter?’ background information.
Some types of litter are particularly harmful to people and the environment. Examples include:
• Plastic shopping bags – blow or wash into waterways easily and look like jellyfish, which turtles and other marine
life try and eat.
• Glass – threatening to humans and animals through injury.
• Paper – blown by the wind easily, can clog drains and waterways, becomes a fire hazard.
• Cigarette butts – fire hazard, can choke small animals.
• Food scraps – a breeding ground for bacteria, attract pests such as rats and mice.

Focus questions
•
•
•

How can litter impact personal safety?
In what ways can a littered area be a health hazard?
What could be done to prevent people littering and causing these potential hazards?

Preparation
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Read and make copies of the litter scenarios
Decide how you are going to group your students

Learning About Litter - Activity

•
•
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1.

As a class, revise some of the effects of litter as discussed in the activity ‘What is litter?’

2. Add to your litter list any other items the students can think of that can be dangerous to people or animals.
3. Divide the class into small groups.
4. Give each group one scenario to discuss. They must each address the following:
- What is the item of litter?
- What is the method of littering?
- How is it a potential hazard?
- What consequences might stop people from this kind of littering?
Allow plenty of time for them to brainstorm, discuss and formulate consequences for future prevention of the
problem.
5. One member of the group should be appointed as a recorder and one as presenter. Encourage all to contribute
their ideas.
6. Each group presents their scenarios and findings to the class. Reflect on the effect that littering has on them
personally and on the community. Discuss the effectiveness of the consequences.

Extension ideas
Society and Environment
• Find out what your local council is doing to address
these problems.
• Clean a nature trail at your school – take a close look
and see if any animals are trapped in litter you collect
or disturbed by the litter.
The Arts
• Students create a play on being a litterbug and the
environmental problems it causes. Perform the play at
a school assembly.
• Students produce a short play on the problems of
litter from an animal’s perspective.
Science
• Research the type of bacteria that littered food can
breed. Does the type of food change the type of
bacteria? What are the main health issues with food
scraps attracting rats and mice?

Health and PE
• Design and produce a poster highlighting how some
of the main types of litter might be a danger to your
health.
English
• Students write their own scenarios to swap with a
partner and identify points above.
• Students write a ‘big book’ on litter and its impacts.
Older students can then peer-tutor younger students
by sharing their stories.
• Take photographs of dangerous litter around the
school and home. Write captions and labels for each
photo and display in your class or around the school.
• Using your list of litter items that can be dangerous
to people or animals, cut pictures of these from a
magazine or newspaper and design a poster warning
people of the dangers.

Some useful websites
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www.kabc.wa.gov.au – Keep Australia Beautiful WA has information on litter and littering
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Litter hazards
Scenario 1
You are riding your bike home from school. You
don’t see a broken bottle that someone has
thrown on the side of the road and you cycle over
it. Your bike wobbles and you can’t control it. You
skid and fall badly on your left side. Your shoulder
and arm really hurt and your knee is bleeding.
Scenario 2
You are playing footy after school and the ball is kicked into
a ditch behind the oval. When you go to collect it you see
that people have been throwing their left-over food and
packets into the ditch. It smells terrible and you notice a
huge rat come out from under an empty juice bottle.
Scenario 3
While walking back from the shops one weekend you
pass an empty block where people have dumped
cardboard boxes, tyres, an old sofa and bundles of
newspaper. A group of teenagers comes past and
one of them flicks a lit cigarette butt into the pile.
Scenario 4
Your family goes on holiday to the beach. You and your
sister go for a walk to look for shells. You notice something
flapping about in the distance and as you get closer you
see it is a pelican with a plastic bag tangled round its beak.
Scenario 5
Your mum is driving you and your
friends to the cinema. The car in front is
towing a trailer with tools, buckets and
bits and pieces. A loose rag blows off
and lands on the windscreen of your car
blocking your mum’s view completely.
Scenario 6
The next-door neighbours have had a big clean up
over the weekend and raked all the leaves from
their garden. They’ve made a pile on the side of
the road with the grass clippings from mowing the
lawn. It is right next to the drain. The next day it
pours with rain and when you come home from
school your road is full of water.

Learning About Litter - Activity

Activity
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Litter survey

Focus questions
•
•

Curriculum Links
Society and Environment

Health and PE

Investigation, Communication
and Participation
Place and Space
Active Citizenship

Conducting; Processing and translating;
Applying and communicating
People and places; Care of places
Social justice; Ecological sustainability

Interpersonal skills

Working with others

Outcomes
Students will understand that
• Processes affect the natural and built features of places
• People’s activities have planned and unplanned impacts on the natural environment
• People’s opinions differ and consideration for privacy must be shown in an investigation

Background information
Who litters?
While it is a commonly held belief that certain groups in the community, particularly younger people, are responsible
for the majority of littering, research actually indicates that women and men of all ages and social backgrounds litter.
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Why do people litter?
There are a number of reasons why people litter. If we can understand these we can help stop the litter problem.
Common explanations given by litterers include:
• Laziness. More than half of all littering occurs within eight metres of a bin.
• Lack of easy access to disposal facilities. Often there is no bin nearby and it is inconvenient to hold onto the
rubbish or the available bin is overflowing.
• Apathy. Many people share the mindset that ‘someone else will clean it up’ or ‘I’m giving someone a job’.
• Deliberate action. Often litter is not carelessly left behind but deliberately hidden in chosen locations, e.g. by
‘wedgers’ or ‘undertakers’ (see below)
• Misunderstanding of litter type. Organic waste and dog poo is less likely to be considered litter.
• Habit, forgetfulness or peer pressure.
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How do people litter?
Community Change, specialists in littering behaviour research, have identified and characterised a number of ways
that people tend to dispose of litter. These include:
• foul shooting – throwing litter into a bin but missing
• flagrant flinging – litter is flung or dropped without concern
• clean sweeping – litter is swept from tables or chairs
• wedging – litter is stuffed into crevices and cracks
• grinding – grinding cigarette butts into the ground
• undertaking – burying litter
• inching – litter is left and the person slowly inches away from it
• dual depositing – most rubbish is disposed of appropriately but some is left behind
In addition to these detailed techniques of littering, other techniques include: casual methods, such as throwing litter
from a vehicle or failing to pick up dog excrement; inadvertent littering, for example fly-off from the transportation
of uncovered loads, flying plastic bags and the placement of household waste on the council verge in non-collection
periods; or deliberate littering, such as bill posting, illegal dumping and the vandalism of bins and other property.
(KABC Litter Prevention Strategy for WA 2006-9. For full details see www.kabc.wa.gov.au)

n
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Preparation
•
•
•

Write the terms for littering (foul shooting, etc) on the board or on individual slips of paper
Photocopy the litter survey for each student
Seek the support of other classes, teachers, staff for conducting a whole school survey
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Activity
1.

Have some fun with the definitions of different types of littering. In small groups, ask the students to come up
with their own definitions before giving them the actual answers.

2. Conduct the litter survey within your class first, each child asking one other, then the wider school community.
Try to target three other people for each child to survey in the whole school, including students, teachers and
other staff.
3. Compile the results as a class and work out the reasons why people litter. Do they compare with the reasons
above?
4. Discuss the results:
- What was the main reason people gave for littering?
- What was the most common item littered?
- Did most people admit to littering at some point?
- Did people realise it was a bad thing to litter? Could anyone tell you why?

Extension ideas
Society and Environment
• Students conduct the litter survey at home with their
family and share their results with the class.
• Find out how much your local council spends on
cleaning up litter each year, including how many
people they employ.

Science
• Research the types of bacteria that littered food
can breed. Does the type of food change the type of
bacteria? What are the main health issues with food
scraps attracting rats and mice?

English
• Write an acrostic poem using the word LITTER to
encourage people to keep the school clean.
• Hold a debate on the subject of litter. A topic could
be ‘Littering is a good thing because councils and
governments employ people to clean it up’.
• Act as reporters and write a newspaper article based
on your findings of the attitude towards litter within
the school.

Some useful websites
www.walga.asn.au – WA Local Government – links to council websites
www.zerowastewa.com.au – Waste Management Board
www.biec.com.au – Beverage Industry Environment Council has some interesting information on why people litter
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Students conduct a litter survey to find out the reasons why people litter

Why do people litter?
Do people consider litter to be a problem?
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Litter survey

Litterbugs beware!
Students run an anti-litter campaign within the whole school

1.

Are you:

Male

Female      

2.

What is your age?

4–7
18 – 25
56 – 65

8 – 10
26 – 35
66 – 75

3.

Which of these things would you call litter? (tick one or more boxes)
  food scraps

  cigarette butts

  fallen leaves or twigs

  drink bottles and cans

  dog poo

  an old car in a paddock

  none of these

Do you drop litter?

6.

7.

  sometimes

Learning About Litter - Activity
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Place and Space
Natural and Social Systems
Active Citizenship

People and places; Care of places
Natural systems; Political and legal systems
Democratic process; Social justice;
Ecological sustainability

Science

Science in Daily Life
Acting Responsibly
Science in Society

Applying and integrating science within our lives
Impacts, ethics & decision-making
The nature and people of science

Health & PE

Knowledge and Understandings
Interpersonal Skills

Promoting well-being
Relationship skills; Working with others

Outcomes
Students will understand that
• People’s activities have planned and unplanned impacts on the natural environment
• Human activities influence the health and safety of wildlife and our natural environment
• Decisions made now about caring for the environment (sustainability) will affect people’s wellbeing in the future

Background information
This activity consolidates all the information of the previous activities completed by the students. It will need to be
completed over several lessons and a period of time within the whole school.

  couldn’t find a bin

  couldn’t be bothered to find a bin

  it was an accident

  other people will think I’m cool

Focus questions

  didn’t think it was litter (e.g. food)

  someone else will pick it up

•

If you answered never, what are your reasons for not littering? (tick one or more boxes)
  afraid of getting caught

  you know it is wrong

  it makes a mess and looks bad

  animals can be hurt or killed by litter

  It could be washed into oceans

  it harms the environment

Do you think your school grounds are:
    

  slightly littered

        

  not littered

  cleaners who are paid

  all students

  teachers

  principal

  other  _ ______________________________

Do you think it is bad to litter?
  Yes

  No

Why?  _ _______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

How can we prevent people from littering?

Preparation
•
•

Make sure you seek permission to conduct your campaign throughout the
school and inform all the necessary parties.
Have materials available to students for artwork, such as large sheets of
paper, paints, colouring implements, glue etc.
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Activity
1.

Who is responsible for the amount of litter in your school?
students on yard duty

9.

  never

If you answered sometimes or often, what are the reasons why you litter? (tick one or more boxes)

  heavily littered
8.

Society and Environment

14 – 17
46 – 55

  lunch wrappers

  often
5.

11 – 13
36 – 45

Revise what the students have learnt about litter during the course of these activities:
- What is litter? (review your list of litter items and see if you can add any more)
- What are the effects of litter?
- What are the laws about littering?
- How and why do people litter?
- What can be done to prevent people from littering?

2. Ask the students to develop an anti-litter campaign for your school. Choose a key message, phrase or slogan to
use for your campaign.
3. Depending on the level of the students, work out activities and strategies which could include any of the
following:
- drawings
- posters or power point presentations which highlight the effects of litter
- artwork, such as painting school wheelie bins with correct litter disposal messages
- mural or visual display on anti-littering placed in a prominent position in the school, e.g. library
- advertising
- letters
- logo or slogan
- radio jingle or “rap” song which could be performed at an assembly
- drama skits demonstrating littering behaviour or litter hazards
- school litter character or mascot who could promote anti-litter messages at lunchtimes, give out awards at
assemblies or appear on posters around the school encouraging good practice

Learning About Litter - A Teacher’s Guide

4.

Curriculum Links
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4. In society there are fines for people who litter, what kind of sanctions and rewards could you develop in the
school for littering? Here are some examples:
- Litter ‘fines’ – students caught littering can be reported and a suitable ‘fine’/sanction issued. Tip: do not
make picking up litter a sanction, rather encourage and reward it.
- Green Cards – duty teachers issue to students seen to be doing the right thing with litter and place into a box
for a weekly prize draw.
- Waste Free Wednesdays – competitions for the class producing the least rubbish; the canteen can be involved
by using plastic containers instead of styrofoam boxes and a dishwasher for reusing containers and cups for
drinks.
- Adopt a Spot – each class adopts a different area of the school and commits to keeping it clean and litterfree. This encourages students to take pride and ownership. A “Clean Class” award could be given out at
assemblies for the class who keeps their area litter-free for the whole week.

Extension ideas
Society and Environment
• Research existing school policies on litter and waste.
• Conduct whole school litter audits on a regular basis
to measure any changes in littering.
• Research slogans used around the world to promote
the anti-littering message.
• Hold a litter-free sports day, or other school event,
and promote this initiative to the local community.
• After a period of time conduct the litter survey again
and note any changes in people’s attitudes.
• Adopt a local area to keep clean. Talk to the council
about a suitable site close to the school. Erect a
sign stating that your class and school are working
towards restoring that area.
• Get the local newspaper involved to help whole
community awareness – students write articles or get
a photographer in for a litter activity in the school.
• Become a Waste Wise School and see how
insignificant a problem litter becomes as students
enjoy doing the right thing with their waste – contact
wastewise@dec.wa.gov.au

The Arts
• Draw a picture of what you would like your school to
look like before and after the campaign.
• Artist in Residence – arrange for a hands-on
workshop with an artist from the Visual Arts
Foundation WA using a medium of your choice such
as painting, murals, fabrics, recycled materials,
3D, puppets and more. Contact 9383 4878 or email
visualarts@iinet.net.au.
• Students enter the National Environmental Art
competition – see www.planetkids.biz
Technology and Enterprise
• Take photos of litter in the school before and after
your campaign.

The Litterbug Song
Tune: “Mademoiselle from Armentieres”

Litterbugs come in ev’ry size, ev’ry size.
They’re really monsters in disguise,
In disguise!
Sometimes tall and sometimes teeny,
Fat or thin or in betweeny.
It could be me and it could be you.
Litterbugs leave a messy track,
Whenever they have a picnic snack,
Banana skins and sandwich scraps,
Orange peel, papers and bottle caps.
It could be me and it could be you.
Litterbugs who have colds and wheezes,
Use a tissue for their sneezes,
Roll it into a germy ball,
And drop it anywhere at all.
It could be me and it could be you.

To Litterbugs our lakes and streams,
Are only garbage dumps it seems,
For cartons, lunch wraps and alas!
Rusty cans and broken glass
It could be me and it could be you.
Invite the Litterbugs to call,
And then politely ask them all,
If they’re ready to repent,
And clean up the environment.
It could be me and it could be you.
And if the Litterbugs say no,
(It isn’t very likely though)
Just one thing remains to do
Throw them in the dust bin too.
It could be me and it could be you.

English
• Design a flyer or postcard encouraging people not to
litter and send to family and friends.

Some useful websites
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www.preschooleducation.com/searth.shtml – great litter songs based on tunes we all
www.enviroperformances.com.au – Captain Clean Up has some good litter songs on his CD
www.litter.vic.gov.au – Victorian Litter Action Alliance has good campaign information
www.environment.nsw.gov.au – EPA NSW has slogans, stickers, posters, etc from their campaign
www.encams.org – Keep Britain Tidy campaign with slogans and posters
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Litter quiz
True or False

Tick one or more of the following answers:

Dropping chewing gum isn’t really littering.

Elements which cause litter to spread from one point to another are

  dirt

  wind

  water

  traffic

You can be fined $200 for throwing a tissue out the car window.

Litter means

You don’t have to put your rubbish in the bin when you go to the football or cricket or
other sporting event because people are paid to pick it up there.

  rubbish that is in a bin

  contained waste

  rubbish outside the bin

  any waste that is not where it’s meant to be

Litter you drop in the street could affect animals at the beach.
People are less likely to litter in a clean area than in one which is dirty.

Problems litter can cause include

  road accidents from unsecured loads

  hayfever for children at school

  fires from lit cigarette butts

  threat to marine animals and wildlife

Leaving apple cores and other food scraps on the ground for animals to eat isn’t  
littering.
It doesn’t matter if the bin is so full that the lid won’t close when you put it out for
collection.

Controlling litter means

  motorists using litter containers

  imposing heavier penalties

  pedestrians throwing litter on the ground

  all individuals disposing of waste appropriately

All rubbish is litter.

       not in gardens
What would you do in this situation?
Place the letter that matches each answer in the space provided.
A
B
C
D

litter
habit
disposal
waste

E
F
G
H

environment
littering
rubbish
receptacle

You have helped your dad to sweep up leaves around the house and on the footpath. What should you do with them
after sweeping?
I
J
K
L

education
hazard
ecology
litterbug

A container used for the collection of litter.

  Hose them down the drain.

  Hose them onto next door’s property.

  Put them in the compost.

  Spread them on the garden.

You go to the park for a picnic with your family. When you are ready to leave you have a bag of rubbish but the park bin
is full. What do you do with it?

The act or process of getting rid of unwanted materials.

  Leave it beside the bin.

  Take it with you to the next bin.

The study of the environment.

  Leave it next to a gate or fence.

  Take it home and put it in the bin there.

Unusable or unwanted material.
The surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal or plant lives or operates.
The tendency to repeat certain behaviour without thinking about it.
Rubbish or waste left in an open or public place.

You have just finished your lunch at school and have some foil from your sandwich left. Your friends have already gone
to play and the bin is back near the classroom. What should you do?

  Put the foil in a crack in the wall you’re
sitting on and hope no-one notices.

  Walk back and put the foil in the bin.

  Put the foil in your lunchbox and take home to
use again tomorrow.

  Leave the foil where you were sitting because
the cleaners will pick it up later.
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A person who carelessly drops rubbish on a footpath, in a park, along the highway, etc.

You have had an ice-cream at the beach and need to dispose of the popstick but it’s a long walk up to the bin.
What should you do with it?

The act of carelessly discarding waste.

  Put it in your bag and take it to the

The act of training, developing or cultivating knowledge.

  Throw it in the sea because the

A danger or risk.

bin when you go home.
water will help it to decompose.

  Bury it in the sand because it will eventually
decompose.

  Take it home and put it in the bin there.
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Unimportant or valueless material.
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10 questions game

Litterbugs

Preparation
Photocopy and cut out the litter template cards (alternatively make your own using old magazines).
Place the cards in a box or bag.

How to play
•
•
•
•

A student draws a card out and keeps it hidden from the class.
The class then takes turns at asking yes/no questions to discover the type of litter on the card. For example,
“Is it made from paper?”, “Do you drink out of it?”, etc.
If the answer is “yes” then the student who asked the question has another turn. If the answer is “no” another
student asks a question and so on.
If a student identifies the item they get a point however if 10 questions are asked the student who chose the
card gets a point.
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The greater the number of cards available the more challenging the game becomes so students can add to the
templates provided by creating their own cards.
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Drink can

Ice-cream wrapper

Broken glass

Juice carton

Plastic bags

Chip packet

Chocolate wrapper

Metal can

Newspapers

Cardboard box

Old shoe

Batteries

Milk carton

Used tyre

Plastic bottle

Tissue
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E
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Q
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T
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N
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T
T
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O

BIN
CARELESS
CLEAN-UP
DIRTY
DROP
ENVIRONMENT
EXPENSIVE
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R
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L
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L
E
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A
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E
O
O
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S
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Q

I
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H
E
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J
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T
F
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FINE
FOUL SHOOTING
GRAFFITI
HABIT
HEALTH
LAZY
LITTER

O
L
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A
I
B
A
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T
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X
G
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C
L
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S
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G
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G
Q
B
P
J
O
S
V
D
D

POLLUTION
REDUCE
REUSE
RECYCLE
RUBBISH
UGLY
WATERWAYS
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Fiction
The Day the Trash Came Out to Play by David M. Beadle
Publisher: Ezra’s Earth Publishing, 2004
ISBN 13: 9780972785501
Age: 4-8
When young Robin throws a candy wrapper on the street of his beautiful town, he
unintentionally starts an event of landfill proportions. It’s not long before the town
becomes overrun by mischievous, high-spirited litter. Can Robin fix the situation before
everything is buried under a pile of unruly, stinking trash?
Just a Dream. by Chris Van Allsburg
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Co, 1990
ISBN 13: 9780395533086
Age: 7-10
A surrealistic masterpiece about the environment! Young Walter couldn’t care less about litter
or recycling until a terrifying nightmare about the future – with landfills buying neighbourhoods
– terrifies him into taking care of the earth.
Dinosaurs and All That Rubbish by Michael Foreman
Publisher: Puffin Books, 1993
ISBN 13: 9780140552607
Age: 3 – 8
One day, when man had set out for a distant star, the dinosaurs came back to life and tidied up
the barren wastes he had left behind him. Man was only allowed back when he agreed that the
earth should be shared and enjoyed by everyone. A lovely story about the effects of rubbish on the
environment. Also available as a musical play.
Dinosaurs to the Rescue! by Laurie Krasny Brown and Marc Brown
Publisher: Little, Brown Young Readers, 1994
ISBN 13: 9780316113977
Age: 4 – 8
Colourful, cartoon-like dinosaur characters introduce young children to basic environmental
problems and offer everyday suggestions to help save their planet by reducing, reusing and
recycling. The book presents children with advice to conserve natural resources, to find uses
for old household items, to recycle garbage, to compost household waste and to become
involved in neighbourhood projects. Printed on recycled paper.
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Lester and Clyde by James Reece
Publisher: Scholastic, 1994
ISBN 13: 9780590210317
Age: 4 - 10
This series of books in narrative rhyme have strong messages about human use of the environment.
The two frogs learn about pollution and water quality in their adventures and to appreciate the clean,
natural environment of their pond habitat. Several titles include a ‘reduce, reuse, recycle’ message
plus general conservation messages for kids.
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World Wide Waste…It’s not a Load of Rubbish by Caren Trafford
Publisher: Etram, 2007
ISBN 13: 9780958187824
Age: 7 - 14
Part of a series of books, ‘Environmental Education – Serious Fun’, this book is in the form of an
interview with Dumpi, a very chatty crumpled paper bag, and his mates who are on a mission to
stop a Poo-Looter from doing his daily dirty business. Through fascinating facts, humour and fun,
readers are encouraged to look at waste issues around the world and do something about them.

Where Does the POO Go…When You Flush? by Caren Trafford
Publisher: Etram, 2007
ISBN 13: 9780958187800
Age: 7 - 14
Part of a series of books, ‘Environmental Education – Serious Fun’, this book addresses what happens
after you flush the toilet. The narrative non-fiction approach traces the history of sewage from the
first prehistoric dino-dump to today’s mega sewage networks servicing our cities. Entertaining and
informative!
Why Should I Recycle? by Jen Green
Publisher: Barron’s Educational Series, 2005
ISBN 13: 9780764131554
Age: 4 – 8
What if everybody threw away old bottles and newspapers, littering the world with glass and plastic
and tin cans that should be recycled and made into new products? Mr. Jones is a teacher who sets a
good example for kids by separating his trash for recycling. When he takes them on a class trip to a
recycling plant they learn the value of recycling.
Jackson Jones and the Curse of the Outlaw Rose by Mary Quattlebaum
Publisher: Random House, 2006
ISBN 13: 9780385903653
Age: 7 – 11
Children will enjoy the adventures of Jackson Jones, a city kid who connects with the natural world
through his plot in the community garden.
Nobody Particular: One Woman’s Fight to Save the Bays by Molly Bang
Publisher: Chelsea Green, 2005
ISBN 13: 9781931498944
Age: 9 – 12
When commercial shrimper and mother Diane Wilson finds out that her local bays are being polluted,
she successfully persuades a huge corporation to adopt environmental safeguards. Brought to life in
striking illustrations. Printed on 30 percent post-consumer recycled, old growth forest-free paper.
Home by Jeannie Baker
Publisher: Greenwillow, 2004
ISBN 13: 9780066239354
Age: 4 – 8
In this wordless visual story of Jeannie Baker’s exquisite collages, over the course of time as a child
grows to a young adult, the view from her window also changes as people gradually reclaim their
neighbourhood. From a bleak urban setting filled with graffiti, billboards, decrepit buildings and
fences, the view evolves into a beautiful, living city landscape filled with people, local native plants and
animals.
The Big Book for the Planet by Ann Durell, Jean Craighead George and Katherine Paterson.
Publisher: Dutton Children’s Books, 1993
ISBN 13: 9781879371613
Age: 7 - 12
Noted children’s authors demonstrate environmental problems, such as overpopulation, tampering
with nature, litter, pollution and waste disposal. Poems, stories and articles written and illustrated
by authors and artists who think the Earth needs more clean water, less garbage and pollution. Also
available in audio cassette.

Non-fiction
Rubbish and Recycling by Stephanie Turnbull
Publisher: Usborne Beginners, 2007
ISBN 13: 9780746074817
Age: 4 - 8
A non-fiction book for developing readers. It also provides an introduction to the subject for older
readers.
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Recommended reading
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Garbage and Recycling (Young Discoverers: Environmental Facts and Experiments) by Rosie
Harlow
Publisher: Kingfisher, 2002
ISBN 13: 9780753455036
Age: 4 – 8
Explaining the difference between biodegradable and non-biodegradable garbage, this
book shows how glass, metal, and wool can be easily recycled. ‘How Can I Help?’ boxes give
suggestions for the young environmentalist who wants to recycle at home.
Recycle!: A Handbook for Kids by Gail Gibbons
Publisher: Little, Brown Young Readers, 1996
ISBN 13: 9780316309714
Age: 4 - 8
The process of recycling for glass, cans, paper, plastic and polystyrene is explained to children
from start to finish along with facts about the use of natural resources, the benefits of recycling
and the effects of non-biodegradable products such as polystyrene on the environment.
Where Does the Garbage Go? By Paul Showers
Publisher: Harper Trophy, 1994
ISBN 13: 9780064451147
Age: 5 – 9
This book uses the lessons of a classroom to present children with former methods of waste
disposal, the use of city dumps and ocean dumping, which are contrasted to the current use of
landfills and recycling programs. It explains how waste is managed in landfills and incinerators
and how recycling methods convert newspapers, aluminium, glass and plastic into new paper,
new cans and rolls of foil, new glass bottles and jars, and new plastic flowerpots and benches.
Compost!: Growing Gardens From Your Garbage by Linda Glaser
Publisher: Millbrook Press, 1996
ISBN 13: 9780761300304
Age: 4 - 8
Linda Glaser’s young narrator accompanies us on a circular journey - food to garbage to
compost to garden to food - explaining in a simple, lively style the magical process of
decomposition. Readers learn about the amazing things which take place over time in the
compost bin where layers of grass clippings, leaves, and kitchen scraps are tossed and turned.
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Astonishing Art with Recycled Rubbish by Susan Matineau
Publisher: Koala Books, 2002
ISBN 13: 978-1902915555
Age: 4 – 12
Turn junk into amazing works of art. The projects, such as Megga Mosaics with eggshells, have
been tried and tested, use everyday materials and have clear step-by-step instructions.
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Likeable Recyclables by Linda Scwartz
Publisher: Learning Works, 1992
ISBN 13: 9780881602104
Age: 4 – 8  
Likeable Recyclables offers children an endless array of fun-filled ways to take trash and turn
it into treasures. Bags, bottles, boxes, cans, cartons and cups can be made into a variety of
toys, games and art objects such as kachina dolls, castles, maracas, periscopes, animal figures,
rockets, totem poles, vehicles, walkie-talkies and dollhouses.

Fun With Recycling: 50 Great Things for Kids to Make from Junk by Marion Elliot
Publisher: Southwater, 2001
ISBN 13: 9781842154083
Age: 7 - 12
Another great book on crafty creations from recycled materials. Children will revel in the exciting
and colourful activities in this series.
Ecoart!: Earth-Friendly Art and Craft Experience for 3 to 9 Year-Olds by Laurie Carlson
Publisher: Williamson, 1993
ISBN 13: 9780913589687
Age: 3 – 9
A comprehensive source book which begins with art-and-craft supplies made from natural
objects and materials, and ends with recycling and composting. It provides a broad range of
projects organised into related groups and described with step-by-step instructions.
Dream Bedroom: Use Recycled Materials to Make Cool Crafts (Ecocrafts) by Rebecca Craig
Publisher: Kingfisher, 2007
ISBN 13: 9780753414521
Age: 4 – 14
‘EcoCrafts’ is a series that shows children how to recycle everyday objects such as newspapers
and CDs into stylish, highly individual gifts and decorations. Dream Bedroom contains 12 projects
to give every child’s bedroom a glittering, eco-friendly makeover. Craft ideas, such as a junglescene desk tidy, are supported by eye-opening facts about safeguarding the environment.
Acting for Nature by Sneed B. Collard Ill and Action for Nature
Publisher: Heyday Books, 1999
ISBN 13: 9781890771249
Age: 9 – 12  
Written by a USA environmental education organisation based in San Francisco, Acting for Nature
provides engrossing and inspirational accounts of young people from eleven countries who chose to
take action to improve the environmental conditions in their communities.
Come Back, Salmon by Molly Cone and Sidnee Wainwright
Publisher: Sierra Club Books for Children, 1992
ISBN 13: 9780785758112
Age: 9 – 11  
The true story of relentless determination of the school children at Jackson Elementary in Everett,
Washington to reclaim the polluted stream of Pigeon Creek. Littered with bottles, cans and even old
refrigerators, the children launch a major community effort to clean it up and, with the aid of grants,
develop a salmon spawning ground. The book is presented through interviews and full-colour
photographs of the children and teachers working at their project.

KAB brochures
Littering and Illegal Dumping addresses the fines associated with littering.
Reporting Litterers tells how you can help reduce litter by becoming a Keep Australia Beautiful litter reporter.

Posters
Various posters are available by contacting Keep Australia Beautiful on (08) 6467 5169.

Learning About Litter - Extras

I Can Help Recycle our Rubbish by Viv Smith
Publisher: Franklin Watts, 2001
ISBN 13: 9780749642921
Age: 5 - 12
This book is part of the ‘I Can Help’ series which looks at practical ways children can protect the
environment. Simple activities show what the problems are, and suggest how they can make
a real difference in preserving the planet’s natural resources through recycling. In this book
children are encouraged to think of ways to recycle things so that there is less waste.
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Links to your curriculum
Society and environment

Science

Health and PE

Mathematics

Learning
about
litter

English

LOTE
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The Arts

Technology and enterprise
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Notes

